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 aldus? ActionParsnip: That is why I said that I do not believe the issue is with the livecd or the installer Paddy_NI, this is a
gnome-shell issue? bazhang: Yes hello bazhang: I believe that the issue is related to how unity-2d is installed Paddy_NI: unity-2d

was there before the clean install, if the shell is gone it's not relevent Paddy_NI, I'd suggest following the instructions in the
troubleshooting guide to troubleshoot as it might be better than your bumbling around ActionParsnip: That was my first

suggestion, to not select unity-2d as a session. Then I went in to Gnome Desktop Session Preferences and uninstalled unity-2d
and the problem persisted Paddy_NI: I don't see how that will affect the OS at all ActionParsnip: OK Paddy_NI: why is the OS
important? hi, why my ssh connection keep fail to time out after a while of use? jnxd: is it setup to only allow ssh access from a
given IP? Paddy_NI: "do i need to install compiz to make my unity work"? that is what most users ask. why not removing that
first? jnxd: Have you tested that it works locally? jnxd: could connect from outside your NAT firewall lmat ActionParsnip : I

think it's a part of the ssh server. There is an option to enable "time out" k1l: Again you make no sense. The question is not how
to install unity to make it work, but how to stop an issue where unity is not being installed properly. I am sure this is a compiz or

a gnome-shell issue 82157476af
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